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Food studies is now a large and important field of research for scholars, journalists, activists, and others who have become increasingly interested in the history, culture, and politics of food. A sizable literature has emerged in the past two decades, largely from social scientists, which explores food from a multiplicity of angles, including foodways and identity, agricultural policy, the industrialization of food, nutrition, the body, commodity chains, alternative food systems, and globalization. Interestingly, however, very little of this recent work has taken a historical look at food and agriculture as sites of work. Workers remain marginalized in general, and historical treatments of labor and workplaces are even less common.

Labor historians, by contrast, have long considered food-related work sites. Classic studies of meatpacking occupy a central place within broader discussions of industrialization. An even larger literature has explored the variety of work and workers on farms, plantations, ranches, and haciendas throughout the Americas, shaping how we understand agrarian life and capitalist transitions. More recently, labor historians and others have moved further from agricultural production, beyond the farm or processing plant and into (food-related) domestic and service-sector work sites. Yet, for the most part, these studies do not engage with food itself, in a broader sense, as a critical element in class, gender, ethnic, or racial life.

Our aim in this special issue of Labor is to challenge labor historians to think about food and work in ways that not only include the production of food itself but also the production and reproduction of working-class life. We are interested in the work of food, its central location within the broader fabric of working-class life, and the relationship between the two, but also in the connections among the production of food, the reproduction of working people, and the very nature and trajectory of capitalism itself.

The explanation as to why workers and labor have been absent from much of food studies is addressed in the opening contribution to this collection, Brown and Besky’s “Looking for Work: Placing Labor in Food Studies.” The authors suggest that many food scholars have adopted an “agrarian imaginary,” an understanding of rural life that manifests itself most often in the form of nostalgia for an imagined
pastoral system or as a utopian vision for a modern “sustainable” or “alternative” agricultural system. Starting from oversimplified dichotomies, whereby large-scale/industrial/global is “bad” and small-scale/artisanal/local is “good,” much of the literature works from a set of largely unexamined assumptions about agrarian life that make detailed research into food labor, working-class life, and even capitalism largely unnecessary. In a nostalgic past or a utopian future, workers are essentially hidden from view by a demonized (and largely unexplored) industrial food system or an idealized small-scale farmer. What is more, an agrarian imaginary sets consumers (largely from the global North) against “poor” producers (from the global South). In this scenario, also evident in the fair trade movement critiqued by Sarah Lyon in this volume, consumers’ buying behavior—rather than either worker actions or labor politics—appears as the solution to the problems of the poor producers. At best, the agrarian imaginary may revolve around images of the hardworking farmer and his family, but more often than not that farmer, whether in the US Midwest, the rural American South, the plains of Canada, the milpas of Mexico, or the plantations of Guatemala or Brazil, has depended upon wage laborers, sharecroppers, and migrant workers to bring in the harvest. What is more, that farmer almost surely relied on his wife and children to turn the crops into food and to engage in the market whether for “butter and eggs” or for canned goods, fuel, and kitchen utensils.

A parallel “industrial imaginary” marks labor history. In the same way that the agricultural imaginary has left actual laborers out of the analysis, labor historians have left food—including such mundane activities as shopping, cooking, and serving—out of the picture. Despite the excellent studies of workers in meatpacking and poultry plants, fisheries and canneries, and banana, sugar, and coffee plantations, labor historians pay little attention to workers’ food and foodways. By defining work in particular ways connected to wages and manufacturing, the industrial imaginary leaves out exactly those workers whose invisible labor sustains working-class life. This becomes all the more problematic in light of the considerable attention labor historians pay to questions of working-class culture and identity. As anthropologists have long understood, food and commensality—what people eat, whom they eat with, who prepares and serves food—are central cultural markers and fundamental elements in identity, gender relations, race, and ethnicity.

1. The “agrarian imaginary” has political as well as scholarly implications. Embedded in much of this work is an absolutism that at first glance appears radical in its rejection of all things large-scale, industrial, and global. Yet, because it often eschews detailed research and analysis, and instead works from a set of assumptions or simplified images about rural life and its connections to capitalist development, it often leads to a politics of personal purification, whereby politics becomes reduced to ethical decisions made by consumers acting alone in the shopping aisle (generally with the vague idea that such action will somehow undermine a caricatured version of industrial agriculture while supporting an equally caricatured version of small-scale agriculture).

2. Anthropologists have long been intrigued by food from a variety of angles. Franz Boas’s painfully detailed treatment of Kwakiutl salmon recipes comes immediately to mind (1921), as does Claude Lévi-Strauss’s concept of a culinary triangle consisting of three types of cooking or Mary Douglass’s exploration of prohibited foods in her classic Purity and Danger. Boas, *Ethnology of the Kwakiutl* (Washington, DC: Bureau
Labor historians, of course, have a long and distinguished tradition of industrial studies focusing on food industries. Upton Sinclair’s *The Jungle*, for example, graphically describes working conditions in Chicago’s early twentieth-century meatpacking plants as well as life in the immigrant neighborhoods surrounding the packing houses. In what is arguably the book’s most quoted passage, Sinclair tells us more than we want to know about what went into the production of sausage. This passage was clearly aimed at middle-class consumers and rightly spurred the campaign for meat inspection and the pure-food act of 1906. Similarly, James Barrett’s seminal study of *Work and Community in the Jungle* paints a detailed and nuanced portrait of community life, class and ethnic relations, and union organizing in a packing town. Likewise, Deborah Fink’s study of Iowa meatpacking plants documents the brutality of the working conditions and the transformation of the workforce in America’s rural communities.

Despite the vivid pictures of workers’ lives, and of sausage making, however, these works have little to say about what workers actually ate, how meals were prepared, who prepared them, or where the workers obtained their food. These questions are significant because food—as much as religion, ethnicity, class, or politics—is central to the building of family and communal life. What is more, food and the preparation of food reveal the hidden reproductive work that fundamentally shaped the nature of industrial life and ensured the success of capital and the very survival of laborers themselves. Barrett, for example, argues for the importance of saloons to working-class political life, but he tells us less about how women sustained family life on their husbands’ wages. More recent studies of poultry processing, the seafood and canning industries, and fast food center on the role of immigrant labor and immigrant cultures both in the workplace and in the community but pay little attention to the work of preparing and consuming meals. Similarly, studies of migrant and
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5. The literature on immigrant workers is vast. For just one example, see Donna Gabaccia and Franca Iacovetta, eds., *Women, Gender, and Transnational Lives: Italian Workers of the World* (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2002).
immigrant agricultural workers, while centered on the production of food, rarely discuss the workers’ own diet and foodways. Yet it is precisely in the realm of food cultures that some of the most fundamental clashes occur—witness, for example, the early twentieth-century Kosher meat boycott in New York City documented by Paula Hyman. It is also in the realm of food that the most significant mixing and meeting of cultures occurs, whether in the lunchroom, the market, or the neighborhood.

Considering that food reveals the crucial but often hidden aspect of reproductive work, whether as an unremunerated element of working-class life, a poorly paid aspect of women’s wage work, or a hidden cost of capital accumulation, thinking about food broadens our definition of work—and of who constitutes a “worker”—and challenges labor historians to explore nonindustrial sectors that remained part of early capitalist development and increasingly mark modern postindustrial economies. Labor is part of the cost of capital but the labor of food workers in the home is rarely considered important. In addition, capital now depends more on low-wage food workers in the service sector. While wages as well as the poverty line have traditionally been tied to the price of food, the work of food itself remains hidden. 8


Since Ava Baron’s 1991 insistence that we engender labor history, a rich literature on women’s industrial work, women’s role in union organizing and in working-class politics, and gendered notions of work, family, and domesticity has developed. Interestingly, however, even while including domestic work as “work” and breaking down the public/private binary, these studies too offer few discussions about the nature of arguably the most significant element in domestic work: food. Studies of waitresses, the barriers to women unionists, or even shrimp or chicken workers, rarely discuss food itself as an element in gender power relations or working-class culture. In Dana Frank’s important study of the politics of food boycotts, for example, the price of food figures prominently but the significance of particular foods takes a back stage to the socialist politics of the movement.

And yet, food has always been a basic element in the value of wages and the measure of working-class living standards. If labor historians have neglected the significance of food itself in their studies of working-class culture and politics, they have nonetheless recognized the importance of working-class diets and household budgets. Beginning with the classic standard-of-living debate in Britain during the 1950s and 1960s, historians have acknowledged the importance of access to food and the consumer market. Martha May, for example, brought us “the good manager” and pointed out the importance of women’s domestic work in enabling families to live on industrial wages. May used evidence collected from a generation of Progressive reformers—mostly women and often home economists—who meticulously studied household budgets, including food expenses and kitchen utensils. Home economists were particularly interested in working-class food consumption in their efforts to promote the new science of nutrition. While these studies sometimes led to the

conclusion that workers could “eat better for less” if they understood the principles of substitution—cheap cuts of meat or beans provided as much nutrition as expensive steaks—the studies were also adopted by trade unions in their campaigns for a living wage.15

The one arena in which food has played a significant role has been in studies of slavery. Going back to the 1970s debates about slave diets in the United States, historians agree that food was crucial to the survival of the slave labor force and to the reproduction of the slave populations. Fogel and Engerman’s 1974 study, *Time on the Cross: The Economics of American Negro Slavery*, analyzed slave diets and argued that American slavery was profitable exactly because the slaves kept vegetable plots and had a day of rest. Herbert Gutman’s passionate rejoinder, *Slavery and the Numbers Game: A Critique of Time on the Cross*, took Fogel and Engerman to task on their use of statistics, most notably their figures on the frequency of whippings, and argued that their fundamental question—how were slaves treated—held within it the assumption that slaves themselves had no agency or culture. In Gutman’s monumental volume, *The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom 1750–1925* (1976), he used both historical and anthropological methods to argue that slaves developed their own culture and agency. But despite his nuanced discussion of slave culture and family life, Gutman largely ignored food and foodways.16 Later historians elaborated on the nature of slave culture, discussing religion, humor, music, folklore, work, and resistance.17 Yet none of these works dealt specifically with the role of food in shaping slave culture or the role of slaves in shaping food and foodways in the new world. That work was left largely to anthropologists and geographers, who have more recently explored the ways Africans’ diets and knowledge of food crops such as rice shaped colonial economies and contributed both to valuable commodity production and the development of New World foodways.18

Similar trends have characterized scholarship on food and labor in Latin America and the Caribbean. Labor history as a field of study, and rural labor his-

tory in particular, are much less marginalized within the broader discipline of history there than in the United States. Historians, and scholars of labor from other disciplines, have paid a great deal of attention to workers, workplaces, and working-class life, particularly to food-related work sites. Peasants, rural workers, and the production of both food exports such as coffee, sugar, and bananas and domestic crops such as corn, beans, and potatoes have been central to scholarship on the region. This is partly because producers of food have made themselves so conspicuously central to the politics and history of Latin America.19

And yet, like their counterparts in the United States, Latin American and Caribbean labor scholars’ interest in food has largely revolved around the politics and economics of production. As April Merleaux’s piece in this volume shows, even Sidney Mintz, whose groundbreaking *Sweetness and Power* linked sugar production in the colonies to the diet and health of industrial workers in the metropol, missed the importance of sugar in Puerto Rican workers’ diets and culture. This omission, Merleaux suggests, masked the impact of politics (the sugar tariff), development strategies

(especially agricultural and environmental transformation), and the relation between production and social reproduction (or producer and consumer) on the island. Some exceptions, particularly from scholars working on household economics and market women, as well as scholarship on domestic food crops such as maize, exist, but by and large Latin American labor historians have not thought about food more broadly than those working on labor histories of the United States.  

For its part, “food studies” on Latin America remains relatively underdeveloped. There are a significant number of commodity-focused studies, a growing body of research on food and identity, as well as research on industrialization, alternatives such as fair trade, and food-related policy. But this literature, largely coming from social scientists working outside of labor studies, is much smaller and narrower than in the United States, in part because the breadth of food studies in the United States is a reflection of a series of food issues and obsessions that are not as intensely present in Latin America. The thorough industrialization of US agriculture and


22. Although not a labor historian, Jeffrey Pilcher’s historical research has been particularly innovative in terms of pushing a wider understanding of food. In addition to *Que Vivan Los Tamales*, see *The Sausage Rebellion: Public Health, Private Enterprise, and Meat in Mexico City, 1890–1917* (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2006); and *Planet Taco: A Global History of Mexican Food* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012).
US food policy have produced a series of problems tied to overconsumption (i.e., fast food, obesity, and other nutritional issues), which in turn have produced a whole series of responses (i.e., slow food, local food, organic, etc.) that are less prominent in Latin America but in many ways drive contemporary US food studies.

The articles in this issue offer a foray into what we hope will become a wider exploration into the relationship between food and work. Rachel Herrmann and William Bauer discuss the roles of food work in Native American communities. While their subjects are far apart in time—Herrmann looks at food work in a seventeenth-century captivity narrative and Bauer explores the production of hops in the nineteenth-century Pacific Northwest—both demonstrate how food production provided a vehicle through which individuals and communities could exercise agency, even within the context of exploitation and violence. In the case of Mary Rowlandson, food production and the exchange of food for work functioned as a survival strategy even as her food experiences—eating horse liver or a deer fetus, for example—forced her to accommodate to an unfamiliar culture. Herrmann’s account points to the significance of food work to the larger political relations among Native Americans and Europeans. The Pacific Coast hops harvesters, on the other hand, used the production of food—in this case, beer—to accumulate resources and maintain some degree of independence and agency. If beer and alcohol generally spelled disaster for Native American communities, in this case the hops workers were able to turn the products of their labor to their own advantage.

If food could serve as a mode of resistance it could also act as a vehicle for class mobility and a marker for hidden assumptions about gender. Vanessa May’s essay and her selected documents from *The Philadelphia Negro* ask us to look again at W. E. B. Du Bois’s study and the role that food workers played in African American communities. Du Bois documented the ways that Philadelphia’s cooks, caterers, and waiters not only afforded African Americans the skills and resources with which they were able to maintain their families and communities but also allowed them to accumulate capital. Black cooks, like other workers (male or female), faced the challenges of low wages, difficult physical as well as sexual working conditions, and few avenues for advancement. Nonetheless, Philadelphia caterers were able to build their own empire in the city’s economic structure, providing an essential and skilled service to a growing urban, industrial population. May points out, however, the gendered hierarchy of food work embedded in Du Bois’s own assumptions about domestic work, male breadwinner roles, and the structure of black family economies.

Felicia Kornbluh’s contribution on the politics of food in the US civil rights movement emphasizes the significance of food as politics. Kornbluh reminds us of the centrality of food and food relief to demands for political rights in the US South. Beyond that, however, she also expands our definition of who constitutes a “worker” to include poor tenant farmers as well as the civil rights attorneys and activists themselves. By reminding us about the food demands of the civil rights movement, Kornbluh suggests that the political economy of food and work directly connects the kitchen with wage work, the market, and the ballot box. Indeed, as she points out,
food and hunger became key elements in liberal politics but the policies crafted to relieve hunger failed to connect access to food with fundamental political and economic structures that defined workers’ lives.

One of the most difficult and yet most rewarding aspects of working on this volume has been the engagement with work across disciplines. Brown and Besky challenge anthropologists to include labor in their discussions of food and agriculture. Their discussion raises some important methodological and theoretical questions for labor historians, namely how to incorporate ethnographies and culture more fully into discussions of work and workers’ communities. Sarah Lyon highlights the significance of agricultural labor in the contemporary fair trade economy. While her style of narrative and ethnographic method differs considerably from the work of most historians, the issues she raises about wage workers and their relation both to small growers and large plantation employers will speak to labor historians’ concerns about the nature of wage work and the role of unions in fair trade politics. Lyon’s piece complicates the politics of the fair trade movement among workers and consumers in the global North and places labor questions at the heart of the new food politics.

The articles in this issue suggest that food and work together raise significant questions about the industrial imaginary, gender and labor, the hidden nature of reproductive labor, the history of markets, and the relationship between agricultural and industrial labor. We clearly need more histories of the food industry—not only farm workers and migrant labor or meatpacking and poultry plants but the giant food processing, distribution, and retail industries that took form during the twentieth century.23 We also need new studies exploring the role of food in shaping both individual identities and communal relations of class, gender, ethnicity, and race. Similarly, we need new considerations of labor and workers’ communities as we try to understand contemporary global commodity chains and food systems. Indeed, if we are to envision a new labor movement or a sustainable food politics, labor historians’ work needs to include a field to table menu.